Over all position descriptions:
Flex-time Pet Sitter/Dog Walker or
Territory Manager Pet Sitter/Dog Walker
We are a small professional dog walking and pet sitting company looking for
dynamic, caring, conscience and trustworthy pet lovers to join our team. We pride
ourselves on offering a very high quality service, and are looking for enthusiastic
and reliable people who take pride in their work, have excellent people skills, and
above all, love to spend time with pets! As a Flex-time employee you will be given a
schedule and be expected to provide exemplary pet care as well as go on initial visits
to meet our amazing pet owners to learn how they would like their custom pet care.
As a Territory Manager you will still be given clients but you will also be expected to
build your own territory. You will have a higher compensation with higher
expectations, and will be more of your own boss. Basic requirements and job
descriptions for both positions remain the same.
How We Work: Pet Sitting
Our Pet Sitting services are performed during mornings, midday, evenings and
overnights during weekday and weekends, ESPECIALLY during the holidays.
We may take dogs on walks and also perform cleaning duties such as bending to
clean pet waste, picking up the occasional mess and cleaning dog/cat bowls.
We play, baby talk and cuddle with our dogs and cats to provide a loving and safe
atmosphere for them when their owners are not at home.
We are always aware of our own and the pet’s actions to ensure the homes are
secure and safe for the pet’s to be own their own.
We text and take photos of our pets so the owners feel reassured that their furry
babies are happy and safe.
How We Work: Dog Walking
Our Dog Walking services are performed generally midday weekdays, but can be
morning or evening as well and on weekends. (During hot months walks generally
take place in the early morning)
We take dogs on timed walks and follow accepted dog walking training procedures,
but we always follow the owner and the dog’s direction.
We have high-energy dogs of all breeds that may require a rigorous walk numerous
times a week or lower-energy dogs that like to sniff and have a relaxing outdoor
experience.
Requirements:

Have flexible hours, be available on holidays, at least 4 to 6 hours a day and for
overnights
Access to a smart phone and have internet access
Dependable car and valid driver’s license
Minimal of 6-month commitment
Willing to work in all types of weather
Submit to a background check
Be responsible, reliable, caring and professional
Benefits:
Work that is fun with the availability to have some flexibility with your schedule
Can make bonuses by growing your territory
Opportunity to make $13.30 or higher an hour
Established pet sitting business that provides both pet sitting training and dog
behavior training
You will be covered by Workman’s Compensation, business insurance for
unintended in-home accidents and be bonded
How to Apply:
Complete the FULL application and email to arizonapetsitting@gmail.com
We will not able to respond to all who apply – thank you for taking the time to read
and respond

